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"News and updates" include the ENRD CP work programme 2015-2016; LEADER cooperation events;
and new info sheets on Partnership Agreements and Rural Development Programmes.
The "Rural issues, Rural perspectives" section features stakeholder voices on topics ranging from rural
broadband to rural culture and from rural-ﬁsheries cooperation to remote islands’ opportunities.

This edition also features "A Focus On… Communicating the RDPs", with interviews and reports on
four national approaches.
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News and updates covered by the summer 2015 edition of Rural Connections include ENRD thematic
work on improving RDP implementation and stakeholder involvement; updates from EIP-AGRI and the
Evaluation Helpdesk; and Rural Networks’ Steering Group meetings.
The "Rural issues, Rural perspectives" section features stakeholder voices speaking about topics
ranging from rural networking in the Western Balkans to results-based agri-environment schemes
(RBAPS) in Europe.

This edition also features “A Focus On…” improving RDP implementation, with reports from France on
territorial development and from Ireland on integrated local development.
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News and updates covered by the spring 2015 edition of Rural Connections include the new ENRD
Contact Point 2014-2020, an update from EIP-AGRI and the ﬁrst ever Rural Networks' Assembly.
The "Rural issues, Rural perspectives" section features stakeholder voices speaking about topics
ranging from community-led local development to a new cross-party rural group in the European
Parliament and from transnational co-operation projects to the ﬁrst ever Scottish Rural Parliament.

This edition also features “A Focus On…” stakeholder involvement, with reports from Northern Ireland
on engaging women in the RDP and from Spain on developing forest management collectives.
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